


WICKER BICYCLE BASKET

Four paws. Two wheels. Endless adventure.

Happy Ride™



What you have

What you need

4x

4x4x

4x2x 4x



1

Insert the fleece liner into the bottom of the basket. Pass the metal ring at the 
back bottom of the basket through the small hole at the back of the fleece liner. 
Attach the safety tether to the metal ring. 



2

Stretch the fleece liner over the top edge of the basket. Insert the four 
synthetic leather straps through the holes in the basket edge and through the 
corresponding holes in the fleece liner. 



3

Separate the upper and lower parts of each handlebar mount.



4

Insert each arm of the wire bracket into the groove on the back of each upper 
handlebar mount. Rotate each upper mount until the wire stem snaps firmly into 
the groove. (You’ll hear a loud snap.)



5

Separate the front plate from the adjustable brace. Position the plate in front 
of the wire bracket and the brace behind the wire bracket and reconnect them 
with the nut and bolt. 



6

Hang the bracket on the handlebars. (Avoid pinching or bending your bicycle’s 
brake cables.) Reconnect the upper and lower handlebar mounts. You have an 
extra set of long bolts in case the original bolts are too short for your handlebars. 



7

Slide the back pocket on the basket down onto the wire bracket. Check the 
position and angle of the basket. The curved back portion of the brace should 
rest firmly against your bicycle’s frame. 



8

You can adjust the basket’s position by extending the brace (move the nut and 
bolt to any of the five holes) or moving it up or down on the wire bracket. When 
you’re happy with the basket’s position, make sure all the nuts and bolts are tight. 



9

Fasten the safety straps to your handlebars. To make the ride as safe as possible, 
always be sure these are fully tightened before putting your pet in the basket. 



10

Help your pet into the basket. Always attach the safety tether to your pet’s 
harness and adjust it to keep your pet secure and safe inside the basket. 



11

To use the optional sunshade, fit the metal frame just inside the upper rim of the 
basket. Fasten the four synthetic leather straps around the bottom of the wire 
frame to hold it in place.



Now your buddy can ride in style, 
even if his paws can’t reach the pedals.



1-Year Warranty
©2019 Radio Systems Corporation
Model: 62331 | RR400-2314
For important safety information, please see the customer care guide. 

For questions or additional tips:
+1 (800) 732-2677
petsafe.com

Let us help!


